PhD symposium January 2012

Sven Hendrix
Obligatory organization of one PhD symposium

- group of ~10 students
- one day with 2 keynote lectures
- prices for posters & oral presentations
Academic partners

- Belgian doctoral schools (esp. KUL Leuven)
- U Maastricht & tUL
- Network of European Neuroscience Schools (NENS)
- European Neuroscience Graduate School (EURON)
- ZOL & Jessa
- ...

...
Industriepartners

LifeTech Limburg

Janssen

Apitope

AMAKEM

Silicos

Complix

MUbio

Aporis
Potential partners/sponsors

- EUregionale doctoral schools (BE, NL, DE)
- VIB
- IWT
- FWO
- Regional SMEs and institutions
- ...
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Social program
Website

http://www.uhasselt.be/doctoral-school-medicine
Key activities

- Subject (Neuroimmunology, Brain Repair, ...)
- Main speakers
- Courses?
- Integrate companies (speakers, sponsors, courses)
- Collaboration with other Doc Schools
- Integrate other partners
- Sponsors
- Catering
- Poster prizes (jury, prizes)
- Social program
- Press & Media
- Website
- ....